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US Momentum Continues
• The steepening of the yield curve was amplified by this week's hawkish minutes from the Fed's December meeting, which suggested along with accelerated
tapering and multiple rate hikes this year, it may begin to reduce its balance sheet sooner than expected.
• ADP report showed a gain of 807,000 jobs during the month, Challenger layoff announcements were down sharply and jobless claims fell meaningfully from
the November survey weeks.

• Trade deficit widened in November -surge of imports overwhelmed a miniscule rise in exports. Goods deficit widened by $15.1 billion to a record $99 billion.
• Consumer credit showed consumer borrowing surged by $40.0 billion during November,
• ISM manufacturing survey fell 2.4 points in December to 58.7. The larger-than-expected drop was mostly due to a 7.3-point drop in the supplier delivery

index to 64.9, which is the lowest that component has been since November 2020. Normally, a shortening in supplier deliveries is negative for the economy,
indicating that manufacturing activity is slowing. In this case, however, the drop in supplier delivery times suggests some improvement in supply chains.
• Unfortunately, the global resurgence in COVID cases tied to the Omicron variant has led to some port shutdowns in China and also led to staffing shortages
within the U.S. that will likely reverse some of the recent improvement in supply chains.
• While the Omicron variant appears to result in milder symptoms, it is incredibly contagious, with more than 1 million cases reported each day across the U.S.
Each case results in someone being isolated for at least five days, which means fewer workers, students, teachers and customers.

Soft Payroll Print
• December jobs report also offered a mixed bag for the Fed. While the headline figure of 199,000 nonfarm jobs added was a disappointment
,the average hourly earnings figure exceeded consensus estimates, coming in at 4.7% year-over-year, vs forecasts of 4.1%.
• This combination of softer employment and higher wage growth points to signs of a tight labour market– where demand seemingly continues
to outpace supply.
• BLS may be having some difficulty seasonally adjusting the large swings in employment that have occurred during the pandemic period.
Seasonal adjustments are particularly large around the holiday season and the large swings within the leisure and hospitality sector may be
weighing on the headline number. The BLS will release its annual revisions to nonfarm payrolls next month, which will incorporate more
complete source data and updated seasonal adjustment factors.
• Meanwhile, the unemployment rate fell to 3.9%, as labour participation remained stagnant at 61.9%.
• While the headline unemployment rate seems to be improving, and likely getting closer to the FOMC's natural rate of unemployment,
underneath the surface the Fed may have concerns: Is the participation rate going to pick up, will the recovery be broad and inclusive (African

American and Hispanic unemployment remains elevated), and how will ongoing uncertainty around the virus continue to impact labor?
•

Overall, the Fed likely cannot conclude "all clear" on the labor market yet and may not want to tighten conditions too aggressively until it sees
steadier labour data.

Policy steps
• The global economy has made rapid progress through the current credit cycle. Hence central banks have to follow suit,
with a faster timeline for rate hikes compared to the last cycle.
• Global Monetary policy landscape will likely become less accommodative, but remain far from restrictive.

• There can not be any market dislocations due to Fed action because their communication has been targeted and clear.
• However an interesting implication from the release of the Fed's minutes this week was the idea that the Fed may rely
more heavily on balance-sheet reduction this cycle, rather than Fed rate hikes.

• While this may spark some market volatility as liquidity is further removed from the system, there are also positives for
investors.
• First, fewer rate hikes may mean a steeper yield curve, which is generally good for the economy, particularly areas like financials.
• And second, a lower overall fed funds rate has implications for the real economy as well, with lower mortgage rates, credit card rates,
corporate borrowing rates, etc. -- all of which can help sustain the economic expansion.

Bigger Picture
• CY 2021 has not been an easy year despite the strong fiscal and monetary support to Covid-struck economies, especially in Western
world. Such support has allowed the North American and European economies to grow above potential amid repeated waves of Covid-

19 and related mobility restrictions even if less severe than in 2020.
• On the other hand, the emerging world has grown below potential this year because of limited stimulus policies and even more rigid
restrictions on mobility than in the West given the still-low rates of vaccination against the virus that causes Covid-19.

• China is an intermediate case in the sense that its economy managed to grow strongly in early 2021 thanks to exports and high domestic
mobility, which allowed its factories to open earlier than those of other economies.
• However China has gone through a very rapid economic slowdown in the second half of the year, actually a much faster one than in the
US or Europe
•

The biggest difference between CY 2021 and CY 2022 is that Many economies have begun the transition from pandemic to endemic
conditions. Fiscal stimulus will not be an economic growth driver in 2022. In many countries, less fiscal stimulus could represent a drag on
2022 growth rates.

• While most economies can function effectively if emergency policy measures are removed, we believe an aggressive pivot toward fiscal
austerity in 2022 could derail the expansion.

What makes US stand apart …
• One of the biggest differences between this cycle and the last is the US output and employment gap.
•

After the financial crisis both took eight years to close .That was the slowest recovery in history so with hindsight it is quite easy to see
why we did not see inflation .In this cycle the gaps will close over the next quarter which will be one of the quickest recoveries in history .
So the US economy will be bumping against its inflationary speed limit in 2022

• In most countries, excess demand is driven mostly by constrained supply, not strong demand, resulting in the dominance of cost-push
inflation –type of inflation that erodes real household income and tends to self-correct when demand becomes weak.
•

However ,US is the odd one out as its excess demand is being driven by both constrained supply and robust demand.

• These include fiscal-stimulus-fueled increases in consumer demand, the decision by consumers to shift spending from services to goods
during the pandemic.
• The question going forward is whether the end of supply-chain disruption will be accompanied by a consumer shift back toward spending
on services and toward reduced spending on goods.
•

The degree to which that happens will influence inflation, labor markets, and the structure of the economy

… the Risk of Lower Consumption
• Historically, the growth in real consumer spending has closely tracked the level of
consumer confidence. The tight correlation makes sense because households typically

spend when they are confident about the current economic backdrop and what they
expect the future to hold. In fact, consumer confidence can be split in two parts, one
that measures the present situation and another that captures expectations.
• Over the last 12-months, real consumer spending is up 7.4%. This fast rate has

powered GDP upward. However, there is now a record large gap between the growth
in consumption and the level of confidence. Since it is clear that the trends in both
series never depart for long, data compression should be expected. The best guess is
that the growth in consumption will collapse to meet the level of confidence rather
than the other way around.
• Last quarter, consumer confidence made a new 10-year low, falling to a reading of just

•

household activity and points to a dramatic decline in

67.4 in November. Both the current conditions and expectations components were
depressed. Confidence rebounded slightly in December to 70.6 but remains at a level
more typically associated with a recession, not a healthy expansion. Economic
downturn is not on the horizon, but a sharp slowdown in consumption is.

Consumer confidence is a leading indicator of

consumption.
•

Consumer spending accounts for a record high share of

GDP at 71%. Hence, so goes the consumer so goes the
economy

Current Account Deficit and USD

• Historically, the current account deficit level has led the
direction of the dollar
• The current account deficit measures the amount that
U.S. imports exceed exports in trade with the rest of the
world.
•

The deficit typically leads the dollar by two years, which
suggests that by mid-2022 some weakness could

emerge, especially if growth outside the U.S. picks up.

Mapping the risks
• Risk appears when there is a very high degree of confidence among market participants in a specific outcome that doesn’t pan out.
So, by identifying the unexpected, here are the top five global risks for investors in 2022, in no particular order:
1. Shortages turn into gluts
2. Rate hikes slower than expected
3. China goes from cracking down to propping up
4. COVID waves may not resemble those of 2021
5. Geopolitical surprises

• In 2020, economies around the world were worse than anyone had forecast.
• But that wasn’t true in 2021: in most countries, recoveries were surprisingly rapid.
•

That’s a useful reminder that the risk of surprises is not always to the downside

•

The balance of the unexpected risks may skew to the upside in 2022.

• Despite the strong year for stocks in 2021, markets have confidently priced in some negative trends gathering more momentum in
2022 that may help the market should these trends reverse.

German Inflation : Peak of the Surge ?
• The year 2021 ended with another inflation shocker as German headline inflation came in at 5.3% YoY from 5.2% YoY in November, the highest level since

June 1992.
•

HICP inflation came down somewhat at 5.7% YoY, from 6.0% in November. The all-time high of German inflation since reunification dates back to the
summer of 1992, at 6.2%. For the entire year 2021, inflation came in at 3.1%, the highest since 1993.

• By now, the main drivers of surging headline inflation in Germany are well known: it is base effects from the VAT reversal, which also shows up in
subcomponents such as prices for clothing and leisure, higher energy costs and price mark-ups post-lockdown in the leisure and hospitality services.
However, high inflation is no longer only concentrated in a few sectors or a few goods. Almost half of the 92 largest components of the inflation basket
currently have an inflation rate of 4% or more. A year ago, this was less than 10%

• During 2021 energy commodity prices have increased notably, driven by a combination of demand and supply factors.
•

Especially natural gas prices saw a steep rise (up +900% since the start of 2021), due to a confluence of factors such as cold weather, less supply from
Norway and Russia and rising EU emission permit prices. Lately, a combination of LNG diversions from Asia and warmer weather helped cool the natural gas
price surge, with prices down nearly 50% since the peak in late December.

• This inflation number should mark the peak of the inflation surge. However, inflation is unlikely to come down in a straight line from here. Instead,
inflationary pressures will first broaden further across sectors and goods before abating towards the end of the year.

EZ: Fiscal Options
• Euro zone countries will still have huge structural fiscal deficits in 2022.
• ECB should be expected to reduce its bond purchases in the future; new
European fiscal rules, while less stringent than in the past, are also to be
expected.
•

So what options do the Euro-zone countries have if they are to reduce
their structural fiscal deficits?
• Rely on growth, but this will take time;
• Withdraw spending that has been announced (healthcare, re-

industrialisation, energy transition, education, research, etc.), which
would be very difficult;
•

Improve government efficiency and productivity: there is certainly
significant potential here, but results would only be obtained in the long
term;

• Unfortunately, this leaves an increase in the tax burden as the only
option.

Indian Bond Markets : Higher Yields
• A sharply higher-than-projected nominal GDP in the current financial year ending March will pull down the Central government's fiscal
deficit as a ratio of GDP. The fiscal deficit in 2021-22 will fall 6.5% of GDP from projected 6.8% because National Statistical Office
projected India's nominal GDP to grow 17.6% in 2021-22, compared with 14.4% projected in the Budget. (In absolute terms, the nominal
GDP is seen at Rs.232.147 trln rupees compared with the Budget projection of Rs .222.874 trln)
• Advances in Indian banking system were at Rs 113.14 trln as on Dec 17, up 7.27% on year, while deposits were at Rs 158.67 trln, up
9.59%.
• Fundraising through certificates of deposit hit an eight-month high in December as banks sought money to meet an increased demand

for credit and as surplus liquidity declined due to tax payments.
• RBI devolved a large quantum of the 5.74%, 2026 gilt on underwriters at the weekly gilt auction. The high cut-off price at which the RBI
devolved the bond indicated the central bank was uncomfortable with the rise in yield in the 5-year benchmark paper.

• However, with the RBI unlikely to conduct an open-market operation to cap yields in the near term, demand remained muted in the
paper, anticipating a fall in the price
• 10-year benchmark 6.10%, 2031 bond ended at 96.91 rupees or 6.54% yield and the direction is skewed towards 6.75 objective .
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Indian Equity Markets : Positive spin
•

Despite some tentativeness around 18000, the undertone
remained bullish and on a weekly basis, the bulls managed
to add more than two and half a percent gains

•

Besides liquidity, the markets will keep a close watch on the
December quarter earnings and assess how well companies have
fared amid the rising input cost.

•

Oct-Dec earnings could be the major trigger for FIIs to bet on
Indian equities

•

Markets have recovered more than 1500 points in a span of
merely 12 sessions. However, for the ongoing leg of the rally,

18000 stands as a sturdy wall and it would certainly be a
daunting task to overcome it.
•

Now, as long as Nifty remains above 17600 – 17500, it can
go beyond 18000 to witness a pre-budget rally.
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